


ABSTRACT

FaceEngage: Robust Estimation of Gameplay Engagement from Real-world

Front-facing Videos

by

Xu Chen

Measuring user cognitive engagement in interactive tasks can facilitate numerous

applications toward optimizing user experience, ranging from eLearning, gaming and

TV viewing. However, a significant challenge in estimating engagement is the lack of

non-contact methods that can operate robustly in unconstrained environments (e.g.,

home or work place). Herein, we present FaceEngage, a non-intrusive and automatic

system relying simply on user facial recordings to estimate engagement in realistic

conditions. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we show the potential of using

front-facing videos as the training data to build the engagement estimator in tasks

requiring hand-eye coordination. We compile the FaceEngage Dataset, which con-

tains over 700 picture-in-picture YouTube gaming video clips (i.e., with both game

scenes in full-screen and time-synchronized user front-facing recordings in subwin-

dows) recorded and uploaded by gamers in their natural environments. Second, we

develop the FaceEngage system, a supervised learning-based engagement estimator

that is trained to capture relevant facial features of gamers from front-facing record-

ings to accurately infer their engagement. We implement two FaceEngage processing

pipelines: an estimator trained on a set of user facial motion features inspired by

prior works via traditional classifiers, and a deep learning-enabled estimator. De-
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spite the challenging nature of realistic videos, FaceEngage attains the engagement

estimation accuracy of 83.8%. Lastly, we conduct extensive experiments to conclude

that: (i) certain users’ motion cues (e.g., blink rates, head movements) on faces are

indicative of their engagement; (ii) our deep learning-enabled FaceEngage system can

extract more informative features, outperforming the models trained on facial motion

features; (iii) our FaceEngage system is robust to various input video lengths, diverse

users/game genres and has decent interpretability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Measuring user cognitive states, such as engagement, is desirable in many interactive

applications e.g., to gauge user engagement during eLearning, gaming and digital me-

dia consumption. However, estimating user engagement continues to be challenging

as it is an internal cognitive state with few visible clues. Broadly categorized, there

are three classes of methods to estimate user engagement in a task: (i) self-reported

measures (“ask the user”), (ii) outcome-based measurement (“measure how well they

perform on a task”) and (iii) physiology-based measurements (“measure physiological

markers”).

In the first category of self-report based measures, participants engage in a task

and are asked on their self-perceived engagement level. Several measures have been

developed, e.g. User Engagement Scale [1]. Self-reported measures are easier to use

but face a significant sampling challenge. To get su�cient time samples during the

course of the activity, (in some experiments) the participants are asked to pause their

ongoing activity, asked to report on their self-perceived engagement levels and then

resume the activity [1, 2, 3]. This sampling methodology, while helpful in collecting

more time-samples, is clearly very disruptive and in some sense, changes the quantity

(i.e. user engagement) under measurement.

In the second category of outcome-based measures, there is no disruption to the

users, as the activity monitors the users on how well they perform on the task. For

example, if the users are playing a game, then the game can monitor if the user is
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playing the game or not, and how well the user is playing the game. This methodology

allows continuous tracking and is completely unobtrusive, and used by many current

systems, e.g. Facebook tracking user’s engagement [4], where the number of likes,

shares, posts, comments and interaction duration all serve as the direct indiactors of

Facebook use engagement. However, for some activities, occurrence of an activity does

not imply engagement. A good example is watching videos, where the video playback

does not imply that the user in fact watched the video. Nonetheless, this mode of

estimation is valuable, especially for the qualitative studies without the necessity of

quantifying fine-grained engagement levels [5].

In the last category of physiology-based measures, physiological signals are mea-

sured directly from the user as they engage in the activity. The advantage of this

methodology is that it is both continuous and side-steps the downside of the second

category, i.e., user engagement is measured directly without relying on activity status.

However, nearly all work in this category has relied on contact-based sensors, e.g.,

electrodermal activity (EDA) [6], electroencephalogram (EEG) [7, 8] and heart rate

variability (HRV) [9]. Many of these sensors are bulky and clearly only meant for

lab-based evaluations, and hence not suitable for scalable deployment and use.

In this paper, we propose FaceEngage, an estimator that leverages the front-facing

camera as a sensor to measure user engagement. Our motivation is simple: humans

can reliably estimate the engagement of another human performing a task, simply

via a visual inspection; observation-based evaluation is in fact a standard practice in

behavioral sciences, e.g., [10].

To develop FaceEngage, we depart from the usual methodology in prior user en-

gagement estimation studies. Instead of collecting participant data in a well-defined

(laboratory) protocol [6, 9], we chose to rely on user-contributed data in their nat-
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ural environments. Specifically, we use the picture-in-picture (PIP) gaming videos

posted on YouTube. In PIP videos, the gamers record both themselves playing the

game and the game status, and this time-synchronized recording is uploaded to their

self-managed YouTube channels; see Figure 1.1. Our proposed methodology of using

user-contributed data has two clear benefits: (i) our dataset is representative of how

data will be in a real deployment [11], as none of the users were constrained by our

study in any way, and (ii) due to the popularity of the gaming videos on YouTube,

there is very large corpus of data already available and rapidly growing in size; thus,

if user-contributed public data can be used, then that dataset will be many orders

of magnitude larger than any other lab-based engagement study. Specifically, our

dataset contains PIP gaming videos from 25 YouTube gaming channels, resulting in

a dataset of 783 clips from 25 di↵erent gamers, playing 18 games.

We then coded the videos into two categories, marking every video segment with

high or low engagement-level labels. Our video annotation standard accounts for

both game status played in full screen, and users’ in-game behavioral patterns (i.e.,

user play status) displayed in the inset windows. Note that, while we have access

to the game-context when labeling videos, we do not use it in the development of

FaceEngage algorithm — as our purpose is to quantify how well we can do with

only facial behavior analysis, which has the potential to transfer that idea to other

domains⇤. The labeled picture-in-picture videos were compiled and named as the

FaceEngage Dataset, which will be made publicly available.

We further present our FaceEngage system, a supervised learning-based algorithm

that enables non-intrusive and accurate engagement estimation from the labeled PIP

⇤Clearly, by combining game status with front-facing video recordings, we can outperform FaceEn-

gage.
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videos in FaceEngage Dataset. We implement two categories of the FaceEngage

system for better comparison: i) the estimator trained on a set of facial motion cues

inspired by past works using traditional classifiers (i.e., Method #1), grounded on the

fact that users under high engagement tend to be static, and vice versa; and ii) the

deep learning-enabled estimator (i.e., Method #2). Given input video streams, both

systems only focus on their front-facing recording parts played in inset windows (i.e.,

regions-of-interests (ROI) streams). From ROI streams, the former system handcrafts

a set of motion features (e.g., blink rates, gaze and head movements) that are con-

catenated into feature vectors, which are then trained using 4 traditional classifiers

to obtain the first category of engagement estimator. Comparably, the latter sys-

tem first extracts frame-level user facial features from front-facing recordings using

a pre-trained deep CNN. The extracted temporal facial features (i.e., temporal face

embeddings) are then forwarded to a recurrent network followed by a fully-connected

network trained jointly to learn their temporal dependencies and output the final

engagement label.

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate FaceEngage. Our first observation

is that Method #1 is generally well-performed with the estimation accuracy near 80%,

which verifies that facial motion features are indicative of user engagement. However,

Method #1 still underperforms its deep learning-enabled counterpart Method #2,

since it often fails at classifying the video clips with involuntary movements (e.g.,

a group of users move their heads unconsciously, frequently and quickly under high

engagement) and abnormal user-dependent behavioral habits (e.g., another group of

users tend to be static as taking breaks under low engagement). After selecting our

best performer — the deep network-based Method #2, we then study whether it

generalizes well to new users and game genres, through leave-one-user-out and leave-
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Figure 1.1 : Illustration of a typical setup (left) to produce picture-in-picture YouTube

gaming videos (right).

one-game-out validations, respectively. We also examine its performance under the

impact of multiple factors, such as the input video length and the use of “attention

mechanism” in our deep networks. We conclude our evaluation by studying the

interpretability of our algorithm — visualizing what FaceEngage learns from videos

and being aware of which types of gamer facial expressions contribute the most/least

to each engagement level (i.e., high or low).

To sum up, we make the following contributions in this work:

• The FaceEngage Dataset. We show that realistic, user-contributed and picture-

in-picture (PIP) YouTube videos can be used to construct the training database

— the FaceEngage Dataset, for building a non-intrusive and accurate user en-

gagement estimator in tasks involving eye-hand coordination. The FaceEngage

Dataset will be publicly available at http://sh.rice.edu for further research

in related areas.
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• The FaceEngage algorithm. We present a supervised learning-based FaceEn-

gage algorithm, which is trained to capture informative users’ facial features for

inferring their gameplay engagement levels (i.e., high or low), which achieves

the accuracy of 83.8%.

• Extensive experimental analyses. Through extensive experiments on FaceEn-

gage algorithms, we find that (i) motion cues on users’ faces (e.g., eye-blink

rates, gaze and head pose movements) are indicative of their engagement levels;

(ii) the FaceEngage algorithm can well-generalize to new users and games; and

(iii) the FaceEngage algorithm is robust to various input video lengths and has

decent level of model interpretability.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this section, we present prior works related to engagement theories and its estima-

tion.

2.1 Theoretical Background of Engagement

The notion of user engagement in interactive activities is mainly interpreted by the

flow, play, and aesthetic theories. The flow theory is grounded on an optimal psycho-

logical experience — flow [12], in which people are fully immersed in an activity such

that nothing else seems matter. This enjoyable experience is a multi-dimensional con-

struct with the attributes of control, positive a↵ect, attentional focus, curiosity, and

intrinsic interests [13]. In flow theory, Engagement is characterized as a similar user

experience to (or a subset of) flow [14]. It also elicits user pleasure and full involve-

ment in an activity and owns most attributes of flow as mentioned above. The major

di↵erence between flow and engagement is that flow is always associated with user

intrinsic motivation, whereas engagement can occur passively without user control

[15]. For example, the involuntary movie viewing is an activity without user control,

which is likely to arouse audiences’ engaging experience but unable to facilitate their

flow states [16].

However, the attributes of engagement defined in the flow theory only target

at user internal psychological states (e.g., curiosity, intrinsic interests), which are
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invisible and subjective. The play [17] and aesthetic theories [18] provide additional

“objective” attributes for engagement, from the viewpoint of ”systems” that users

interact with. In the play theory, the play activity (e.g., video game play) that involves

challenge-skill balance, clear goals, and feedbacks proved to evoke highly engaging

experiences of users [17]; the computer system (e.g., websites, game interfaces) with

visual aesthetics, according to the aesthetic theory, brings sensory appeal to users,

thereby stimulating their engagement [19].

Overall, in theoretical frameworks, engagement is a cognitive state composed of

both user mental attributes (e.g., focused attention, positive a↵ects, interests, mo-

tivation) as well as system “objective” attributes (e.g., sensory appeal, challenge,

feedback, goal-oriented) [2]. Nevertheless, its definition in pervasive/a↵ective com-

puting research is task-specific [6].

In this work, we only focus on user gameplay engagement from the third-party

PIP videos. In the gaming context, some of user mental attributes (e.g., interests

and motivation) are out of reach since we are unable to interview video contributors.

Similarly, system attributes (e.g., how challenging, goal-oriented and appealing games

are) are also unquantifiable. With these limitations, our gameplay engagement is

defined to be binary i.e., only two extreme cases, high and low engagement levels are

considered. We take advantage of the PIP characteristic of our videos — inspecting

both the game status displayed in main windows and user behavioral status (i.e.,

play status) presented in subwindows to determine user high/low engagement levels.

Our proposed task-specific definition avoids the subjective bias and improves the

accuracy of video annotation, which is important for building an accurate supervised

learning-based engagement estimator. Details are provided in Section 3.3.
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2.2 Engagement Estimation

Prior studies for estimating user engagement are mainly based on i) self-report (“ask

the user”); ii) physiological signal-based methods (“measure physiological markers”).

In self-report, participants are asked to fill in questionnaires during or after activities.

O’Brien et al. [1] design the User Engagement Scale (UES), a questionnaire that sur-

veys users’ perceived usability, aesthetics, novelty, felt involvement, focused attention

and endurability to evaluate their task engagement. Brockmyer et al. [3] devise the

Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ), a Likert-scale survey that is aimed only

at studying user gameplay engagement, with key dimensions of presence, absorption,

flow, and immersion. Self-report methods are straightforward and cost-e↵ective. But

in practice, their validity is easily a↵ected by the recall and subjective biases or

the error arising from questionnaire comprehension. Beyond that, self-report dur-

ing activity itself is an interruption that can degrade the credibility of the reported

engagement scores.

Physiology-based approaches start from collecting user physiological markers us-

ing assorted sensors in activities then process them through learning algorithms (e.g.,

CNN, SVM, KNN) to detect user engagement. For instance, to assess childern social

engagement with adults, Hernandez et al. [6] equip both of them with EDA wrist-

bands to gather their electrodermal activity responses in social tasks (e.g., saying

hello, tickling, and rolling a ball); the collected EDA traces are trained by SVM to

build a social engagement classifier. Mathur et al. [2] mount EEG headsets to smart-

phone users, which return their EEG engagement scores (a modality that can reflect

user engagement status, calculated using raw EEG data by a proprietary algorithm),

to study their mobile phone use engagement. Aside from EEG engagement scores,

the EEG index, a ratio of EEG power bands (i.e., �/(↵ + ✓)) derived from raw EEG
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traces, is also an EEG-based indicator of task engagement. Yan et al. [8] and Hassib

et al. [7] exploit this metric to study the engagement of conference audience and

movie viewers (with EEG headsets worn), respectively. Although the above measures

are automatic and accurate, their data collection requires participants to continually

wear bulky and intrusive sensors, making them ill-suited for real-world deployments.

To avoid the intrusiveness of above physiological sensors, camera-based cognitive

sensors were recently proposed. Monkaresi et al. [9] configure o↵-the-shelf webcams

on the top of PC monitors to record students writing essay; physiological traits such as

heart rate variability and head positions are then extracted from facial recordings and

trained via Naive Bayes classifiers, to model student writing engagement. However,

this estimator is validated only in lab-controlled environments and its generalizability

to deployed scenarios is not validated. Fridman et al. [20] develop a non-contact

cognitive load sensor for realistic driving tasks, showing that combining the eye patch

sequences captured by front-facing cameras with 3D-CNN is su�cient for assessing

cognitive load, without the need of expensive and intrusive eye trackers to measure

pupil size. This work mainly focuses on physiological responses within eye regions,

and does not use any other cues from the whole face.

In contrast to the prior work, the proposed FaceEngage, uses full-face behaviors

and is a contact-free engagement estimator developed using data from realistic con-

ditions (e.g., home environments). In particular, FaceEngage is trained and tested

using user-contributed YouTube PIP videos with totally unconstrained face record-

ings. Aided by an augmented recurrent convolutional networks (RCN), FaceEngage

system can automatically extract informative facial features from front-facing videos

and then integrate them temporally to provide accurate user engagement estimates.
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Chapter 3

The FaceEngage Dataset

In this chapter, we describe our FaceEngage Dataset, which contains over 700 la-

beled picture-in-picture YouTube gaming videos recorded by gamers using o↵-the-

shelf front-facing cameras in unconstrained environments. This section will intro-

duce the video data collection, engagement annotation protocols, and a summary of

database statistics.

3.1 Video Data Collection and Segmentation

The FaceEngage Dataset is derived from realistic, user-contributed gaming videos on

YouTube. There is a large community of gaming enthusiasts who share their self-

produced videos on YouTube. In order to improve their interaction with audience,

some gamers upload the videos in picture-in-picture (PIP) format, where the game

scenes are overlaid with the front-facing camera recordings with gamers’ spontaneous

facial reactions. This abundant and rapidly growing video data provides a rich source

to build and validate non-invasive “user cognitive sensors” under totally uncontrolled

environments.

Although over 500 hours of gaming videos are uploaded to YouTube per minute

[21], only a small subset of them can used to construct our training database — a large

number of gamers upload game scene-only live streams without overlaying their facial

recordings. Even for gamers who contribute picture-in-picture videos, some of them
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(a) A sample frame of a video clip in FaceEn-

gage Dataset. The frame is in picture-in-picture

(PIP) format, which covers both ongoing game

status (full screen) and time-synchronzied user

facial recordings (bottom-left inset window).

(b) The subwindows that contain user face

behavioral recordings cropped from raw video

frames. We denote them as the regions-of-

interest (ROI) in Section 4.

Figure 3.1 : The illustration of user-contributed videos in FaceEngage Dataset.

record themselves from non-frontal viewpoints (e.g., lateral views, top views with

partial occlusions) in inset windows; we exclude these videos from our dataset as they

provide very little information about their faces since most of the face is not visible.

In addition, a large number of YouTube videos has frame skipping, a widespread

problem in self-produced videos caused by causal video splicing, leading to jerky and

choppy video segments and should also be discarded. Therefore, after inspection we

downloaded videos from 25 YouTube channels that fulfill the requirements of (i) are in

picture-in-picture format, (ii) with frontal-view of the gamer’s face and (iii) without

frame skip. Fig. 3.1 shows a typical frame in our FaceEngage Dataset, where the

game status (Fig. 3.1a) is played in the full screen, while the simultaneous user facial

reactions to the ongoing game status (Fig. 3.1b) are displayed in the inset window.

We divided all the videos into the video clips of 10-second length using the ↵mpeg
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(a) Severe occlusions. (b) Black frames. (c) Advertisement periods.

Figure 3.2 : Typical kinds of noises in raw video clips to be filtered out.

[22] toolkit.

3.2 Pruning low-quality segments

Since user-contributed videos are captured in diverse conditions and in many cases,

are not edited for cinematic quality, the videos have a higher chance of containing

low-quality or irrelevant portions. Thus, we manually pruned the segmented video

clips to remove the fragments with any of the three problems: (i) severe occlusions

(Fig. 3.2a) that prevent our subsequent facial analysis, (ii) black frames caused by

maloperation of webcams (Fig. 3.2b), and (iii) the advertisement periods (Fig. 3.2c)

where there is no game play activity.

3.3 Engagement Annotation

After pruning poor-quality video segments, we labeled engagement ground truths for

all players in video clips. While engagement annotation has been a challenging task

for both psychologists and computer engineers because of

1. The context- and task-dependent definition of engagement [2].

2. The lack of systematic labeling standard until today [6].
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Table 3.1 : The summary of game statuses in the FaceEngage Dataset.

Game status

Active Transitional

• Game character(s) battling

against enemies.

• Game character(s) moving from

one place to another (e.g., walking,

flying, driving).

• Game in opening cinematic trail-

ers.

• Game in cutscenes.

• Game in ending cinematics.

• Game paused.

• Gameover.
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In this work, our problem-specific limitations further include:

1. We have no direct access to video contributors so using self-report/interviewing

to collect their ground-truth engagement labels is impractical.

2. YouTube gaming videos mainly focus on large-scale digital games, which at-

tract audience but have no clear milestone to generate interim/final gamer per-

formance scores (unlike some simple browser games), so using them as the

outcome-based measures to collect user engagement ground-truth labels is im-

practical.

To tackle all the above enumerated challenges then derive our video annotation

protocol, the first key idea was to make use of our context-dependent feature: PIP

video format. That is, we jointly examined the game status played in full screen and

the user play status displayed in subwindows when assigning engagement labels to

users in videos. Their definitions and label assignment details will be provided in the

next paragraph. Second, given that our algorithm is supervised learning-based, whose

validity entirely relies on the accuracy of labeled data, our protocol must minimize

the labeling uncertainty/error, despite the lack of systematic engagement labeling

standards. To this end, we decided to only involve two classes of engagement labels:

high and low in our protocol. Intuitively, the engagement level can be continuous but

without any additional source of data about the user, we cannot classify users in PIP

videos into finer engagement levels non-subjectively without uncertainty.

Then we introduce the concepts of game status and user play status. As its name

indicated, the game status refers to all game events that have occurred in videos,

e.g., “an avatar battling with the rival pokémon” in Pokémon Sun and Moon, “the

avatar Goku moving from one place to another” in Dragon Universe, or “the avatar
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Mario jumping to earn a bonus item” in Super Mario Bros. Even though game events

are diverse by nature, their contents can be categorized into either active or transi-

tional game status. The former includes almost all game scenes that require gameplay

activities, e.g., “a player-character moving,” “a player-character battling against en-

emies,” whilst the latter refers to transition scenes such as “game in opening/ending

cinematic trailers,” “game in cutscenes,” “game paused,” and “game over.” The Table

3.1 demonstrates our game status categorization.

The user play status observable in inset windows can also be classified into two

classes — busy and idle, in line with the levels of user inputs ongoing. The busy play

status is the state where continuous user inputs (intensive mouse or keyboard use) are

needed to handle the gaming task in progress, in which user eye-hand coordination

and mental attention are actively involved. The idle play status, however, is the state

where very few user inputs are taking place (i.e., at most a few keystrokes/mouse

clicks).

In most cases, the active game status corresponds to user busy play status since

the event like “a player-character battling against enemies” is typically accompanied

by continuing user inputs under high eye-hand coordination; similarly, game events of

transitional status are commonly used by gamers to take breaks or chat with audience,

without a large number of user inputs, which exactly the property of user idle play

status. However, our engagement annotation protocol (described below) still accounts

for both game status and user play status in videos, specifically:

1. Case 1: game status active and user play status busy — high engagement.

2. Case 2: game status transitional and user play status idle — low engagement.

3. Case 3: game status transitional and user play status busy — uncertain. An
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(a) The histogram of the video length in FaceEn-

gage Dataset.
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Figure 3.3 : Summary of FaceEngage Dataset profile.

example for this case is a video where the game Pokémon Sun and Moon is

in cutscenes (e.g., dialogues between the player character and NPC) while a

gamer is constantly pressing keystrokes in order to proceed. It is impossible to

quantify user engagement under this condition (e.g., how we compare it with

the user engagement level in Case 1 or 2?) without uncertainty. Thus, we

labeled videos of this case as uncertain such that we wouldn’t introduce biases

to our labeled data, in turn, our engagement estimation model. We will seek

help from psychologists with the method to better utilize these videos. But

currently, they are excluded from our quantitative analyses.

4. Case 4: game status active and user play status idle — no labels. This instance

rarely occurs, since the reason why gamers upload videos to YouTube is demon-

strating their gameplay and attract audience. If the game status is active but

the gamer keeps idle, then he/she will lose audience.
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In practice, the videos undergo further trimming before annotation, in a way that

each clip contains only a single game status and user play status. The pruned videos

(the output from Section 3.2) consisting of heterogeneous game status are split into

finer clips with only a single game status and user play status; the excerpts less than

2 seconds are discarded. Each video ends up being assigned a high or low engagement

label.

3.4 Video Data Statistics

The FaceEngage Dataset comprises a total number of 783 video clips from 25 amateur

gamers. The gamers in FaceEngage Dataset span a wide range of ethnicities (skin

tones), age groups, and di↵erent genders. Since raw video clips are trimmed during

low-quality segments and game status identification, final video clips in FaceEngage

Dataset are of various lengths ranging from 2 to 10 seconds (µ = 7.10 s, � = 2.42 s).

The video clip length distribution of the FaceEngage Dataset is shown in Fig. 3.3a.

Fig. 3.3b outlines both the user and engagement class distributions measured by the

number of videos clips. We observe that the engagement class labels are well balanced

in FaceEngage Dataset for both intra- (i.e., for each user, the black and white bars

have similar heights) and inter-user cases (i.e., the overall heights of individual bars are

also close to each other), which is important for developing the supervised learning-

based FaceEngage algorithm. Video clips all have the frame rate of 30 fps but their

resolutions are varying from 480p to 720p, due to di↵erent camera specifications used

by 25 individual amateur gamers.
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Chapter 4

FaceEngage: Non-intrusive and Automatic
Engagement Estimation System

In this chapter, we present the proposed FaceEngage system, a supervised learning-

based automated engagement estimator. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the system takes

as input the subwindows with front-facing recordings manually cropped from PIP

videos (i.e., regions-of-interests (ROI) streams), which are processed by Feature Ex-

traction and Classification blocks to output the estimated engagement labels. For

both Feature Extraction and Classification blocks, two categories of pipelines are im-

plemented, thereby forming two FaceEngage sub-systems — Method #1 and Method

#2. In Method #1, its Feature Extraction block first handcrafts a set of facial mo-

tion features (e.g., blink rates, gaze motions, and head movements) indicative of

engagement then concatenates them into feature vectors. The obtained feature vec-

tors then are fed into its Classification block with 4 traditional classifiers for training

and evaluation purposes. Method #2 is a deep neural network-based estimator, with

Engagement 
Labels

Input Videos & ROI Cropping

Feature Extraction
Classification

(Training & Testing)
Method 1: Handcrafting 
Facial Motion Features

Method 2: Extracting 
Facial Features Via Pre-

trained CNNs

Method 1: Traditional 
Classifiers

Method 2: RNN + Fully 
Connected Networks

Figure 4.1 : The overview of the FaceEngage algorithm.
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a pre-trained deep convolutional network as its Feature Extraction block, which ex-

tracts temporal face embeddings from ROI streams (i.e., one embedding per frame).

Its Classification block comprises an augmented long-range recurrent neural network

followed by a fully-connected network, which are trained together to learn the tem-

poral patterns of the extracted face embeddings then output the engagement labels.

Similar to Method #1, both training and testing are involved in the Classification

block, while the feature vectors turn to temporal facial embeddings in Method #2.

4.1 Feature Extraction

4.1.1 Method #1: Handcrafting Facial Motion Features

Prior a↵ective computing research [23, 24] has verified that combining certain facial

motion features with supervised learning is e↵ective for engagement estimation. We

thus handcraft the features adopted in these works using our video data, as our first

feature extraction method. Below, we describe the selected features and the ways to

extract them.

Eye Motions. The blink rate has strong indication of individuals’ visual demand

[23]. Blinks are inhibited under high visual demand, which typically occurs during

engaging activities [25]. To extract user blink rate from our web videos, traditional

template matching algorithms [26] yield low accuracies since they are susceptible to

motion blur and illumination variations that are common in web videos. We thus

resort to a machine-learning based facial action unit detector [27] trained on large-

scale action unit video database to detect gamer blinks. The Facial Action Coding

(FAC) System codes the blink event as Action Unit 45 (AU45) in a 5-point intensity

scale (i.e., 0-5). The minimal and maximal intensity of AU45 correspond to eyes’ full
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Figure 4.2 : Illustration of blink detection. (a) AU45 intensity traces for a user in

high engagement, where no blinks are observed. (b) AU45 intensity traces for the

same user under low engagement, where 10 blinks occur.

opening state and full closure state, respectively. Therefore, a single blink event (i.e.,

opening-closing-opening) appears as a peak in time-series AU45 intensity traces. As

shown in Fig. 4.2, the blink rate can be derived by counting total number of peaks

above a certain threshold divided by the video duration. However, the blink rate

describes just a single dimension of eye movements.

Schwarz et al. demonstrate that inner eye movements — the eye gaze motions

are also important engagement indicators. We thus extract them as additional eye

motion features. We first use an appearance-based gaze estimator [28] to retrieve raw

time-series gaze vectors in two dimensions (i.e., x, y) for both left and right eyes from

our ROI streams. Then we average the gaze vectors of left and right eyes to obtain

gaze vectors G

x

and G

y

. To represent gaze motion, here we use “gaze kinematics”
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such as gaze velocity v

G

x

, v
G

y

and acceleration a

G

x

, a
G

y

, by calculating the first- and

the second-order derivatives of G
x

and G

y

. Given that we only focus on the extent of

gaze motions and omit their directions, we take the absolute values of the computed

gaze velocity and acceleration vectors.

Head motions. Head movements (e.g., shakes, nods) have also been shown to

be indicative of engagement levels [24]. Similar to the idea of modeling gaze motions,

we exploit head pose kinematics (e.g., pose velocity, pose acceleration) to depict head

motions. Raw 3D head pose measurements can be recovered from video frames by

solving perspective-n-point (PnP), which returns time-series pose measurements in

six dimensions (i.e., pitch, yaw and roll for pose rotation traces, x, y, z for pose

translation traces). We also calculate the first- and second-order derivatives of pose

traces for every dimension and take their absolute values to acquire pose velocity as

well as pose acceleration vectors.

Intuitively, highly engaged users who are focusing on active game status (e.g.,

controlling a player character battling with enemies) tend to be static, in terms of

both their eye and head motions. Fig. 4.2 shows blink rates of a single user under

di↵erent engagement status. Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 display the pose kinematic quanti-

ties, including velocity and acceleration traces (absolute values) in three dimensions

extracted from two videos, where another user is gaming under high and low engage-

ment, respectively. We notice that as this user is in higher engagement, his head/gaze

moves slower and less frequently. This motion pattern can be quantified using mean

and variance of all pose/gaze kinematic measurements, as shown in all subplots of

Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.

Note that the algorithms for extracting raw action unit intensity, pose and gaze

measurements from our videos are integrated in an open-source tool OpenFace [29],
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Figure 4.3 : Illustration of user gaze velocity and acceleration traces. (a) Absolute

gaze velocity |v
G

x

|. (b) Absolute gaze velocity |v
G

y

|. (c) Absolute gaze acceleration

|a
G

x

|. (d) Absolute gaze acceleration |a
G

y

|. Clearly, µ|v
G

x

|, �2
|v

G

x

|, µ|v
G

y

|, �2
|v

G

y

|, µ|a
G

x

|,

�

2
|a

G

x

|, µ|a
G

x

|, �2
|a

G

x

| vary significantly across two user engagement levels, such that

they are selected as another group of eye motion features for training our Method #1

estimator.
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Figure 4.4 : The illustration of user head pose velocity traces (absolute values). The

pose measurements are extracted from two videos of the same user where he is labeled

under high and low engagement, respectively. Human head pose rotation (poseR) is

decomposed into Euler angles in three dimensions, pitch, yaw and roll; the head pose

translation (poseT) is decomposed into x, y, z directions. (a) Absolute pitch velocity

|v
pitch

|. (b) Absolute yaw velocity |v
yaw

|. (c) Absolute roll velocity |v
roll
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pose translation velocity |v
x

|. (e) Absolute pose translation velocity |v
y

|. (f) Absolute

pose translation velocity |v
z
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|, µ|v
roll
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2
|v

roll

| are discriminative for di↵erent engagement levels.
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Figure 4.5 : The illustration of user head pose acceleration traces (absolute values).

The two videos used for computing pose acceleration are the same as Fig. 4.4. Similar

to Fig. 4.4, the acceleration traces are composed of measurements from 6 dimensions,

3 for rotation (poseR) and 3 for translation (poseT). (a) Absolute pitch acceleration

|a
pitch

|. (b) Absolute yaw acceleration |a
yaw

|. (c) Absolute roll acceleration |a
roll

|. (d)

Absolute pose translation acceleration |a
x

|. (e) Absolute yaw translation acceleration

|a
y

|. (f) Absolute roll translation acceleration |a
z

|. The features µ|a
pitch

|, �

2
|a

pitch

|,

µ|a
yaw

|, �2
|a

yaw

|, µ|a
roll

|, �2
|a

roll

| are also discriminative features, which thus are included

in our final feature set for training our Method #1 engagement estimator.
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and that our feature calculation (e.g., mean, variance operations) is in video-level.

Also, we apply the Hampel filter followed by a moving average filter to remove outliers

in raw pose data caused by false detection. To sum up, in Method #1 we compute

the following facial motion features (the number of features marked in parentheses

below), concatenating them into video-level feature vectors used for the Classification

block.

• Eye motion features (9) — blink rate (1); mean (2) and variance (2) of gaze

velocity |v
G

x

|, |v
G

y

|; mean (2) and variance (2) of gaze acceleration |a
G

x

|, |a
G

y

|.

• Head motion features (24) — mean (3) and variance (3) of pose rotation velocity

|v
pitch

|, |v
yaw

|, |v
roll

|; mean (3) and variance (3) of pose rotation acceleration

|a
pitch

|, |a
yaw

|, |a
roll

|; mean (3) and variance (3) of pose translation velocity |v
x

|,

|v
y

|, |v
z

|; mean (3) and variance (3) of pose translation acceleration |a
x

|, |a
y

|,

|a
z

|.

4.1.2 Method #2: Extracting Facial Features Via Pre-trained Convolu-

tional Networks

Aside from handcrafting facial features indicative of engagement, we also leverage

deep neural networks to extract informative features, labeled as Method #2 and

illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The first step of Method #2 is face alignment, which aims

to produce size-normalized, face-only (i.e., face mask) sequences from our input ROI

streams, such that the followed convolutional neural network (CNN) is able to extract

useful facial features. Without this step, the scale-variant ROI inputs (e.g., manifest

in Fig. 3.1b) could not be processed by the CNN since it requires size-uniform image

inputs; additionally, background clutter (e.g., non-facial portions shown in the first
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Figure 4.6 : Face mask generation followed by the pre-trained CNN based feature

extraction.

patch of Fig. 4.6) in ROI streams would be involved in the inputs to CNNs, thereby

introducing irrelevant information to the extracted facial features. In practice, we

resort to a Constrained Local Neural Fields-based (CLNF) implementation [30] to

perform face alignment for each ROI frame. The output is clutter-free and scale-

normalized face mask streams M = (M1,M2...,MT

). The size of individual patches

in M is 200⇥ 200.

Then we process face mask streams using a pre-trained deep CNN — VGG-Face

[31], to extract one face embedding per face mask frame. Specifically, we truncate

the last layer (i.e., the 1000-way softmax for classification) of this VGGNet while

retaining its all other layers with pre-trained weights. To match the input size of

VGG networks, entries of M are resized to 224 ⇥ 224 and fed into this truncated

model, which generates temporal face embedding streams F = (F1,F2...,FT

) from

the penultimate layer (i.e., FC7 in Fig. 4.6). The individual face embedding in F is

a 4096-D vector.

Our temporal face embedding extraction is essentially a particular scenario of
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transfer learning. Deep CNNs with good representative power such as the VGG-Face

(used in FaceEngage), contain over 100M parameters that should be learnt from vast

amount of labeled data. Without su�cient data, training deep CNNs from scratch

can lead to poor model performance. However, labeling large amount of training

data for every task of interest is labor-intensive. Transfer learning thus has become

an e↵ective and widely used solution. That is, adapting CNN parameters learned

from a very large dataset (e.g., ImageNet) for an auxiliary task to the task of interest

that has limited domain-specific training data. In particular, two scenarios of transfer

learning are widely used. If su�cient domain-specific data is given, using them to

fine-tune a pre-trained deep CNN is a common practice [32]. If task-specific data

is inadequate, however, fine-tuning deep CNNs easily overfits; treating a pre-trained

CNN except its last (or last few) layer as a fixed feature extractor is well-suited for

this case [33]. Our problem falls into the latter category, since large-scale annotated

video benchmarks for engagement estimation are not available.

4.2 Classification

4.2.1 Method #1: Traditional Classifiers

In Section 4.1.1, we show how to extract a set of eye/head motion features and con-

catenate them into a fixed-length feature vector for every labeled video in FaceEngage

Dataset. Here we describe the classification module of Method #1, which is designed

to automatically output a binary engagement label for each test vector.

The idea of this module is straightforward, i.e., using traditional machine learning

classifiers to train and validate the aforementioned fix-length feature vectors in Section

4.1.1. All the extracted feature vectors are partitioned into training, validation and
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testing sets. The feature vectors within the training set then are fed into di↵erent

classifiers for training. We experiment with 4 types of classifiers — AdaBoost, SVM,

kNN and Random Forests, all of which have 5 sets of hyper-parameter configurations.

The best performer of each classifier is selected via the experimental results on the

validation set. Finally, the trained classifiers are evaluated using the vectors in the

test set. Note that the train-validation-test partitioning scheme varies according to

the type of validation scenarios, which will be clarified in Section 5.

4.2.2 Method #2: RNN + Fully-connected Networks

In Method #2, the engagement classification module is based on an encoder-decoder

RNN [34] with attention mechanism, a state-of-the-art sequential model composed

of two joint RNNs, followed by a fully connected network that outputs the final

engagement estimates.

The attentive encoder-decoder network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.7a.

Its inputs are temporal face embedding streams such as F derived from Section

4.1.2. The key merit of this augmented RNN is its context vector c
t

indicated in

Fig. 4.7a, which can selectively focus on useful parts of the source sequence (i.e.,

face embedding stream F) for a specific target prediction at time step t (e.g., the

decoding step corrsponding to high engagement). Given the face embedding stream

F = (F1,F2...,FT

), the network first encodes it into a series of source hidden states

(h1, h2, ..., hs

, ..., h
T

). Then for the decoding step at t, an attentional layer takes d
t

and all T source hidden states as input to learn the alignment between them. Here,

we use the alignment function in [34]:

a

s

t

= softmax(dT

t

W
a

h
s

), (4.1)
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Figure 4.7 : The recurrent network architecture and recurrent unit selection valida-

tion for Method #2. (a) The attention-enhanced encoder-decoder RNN. Transparent

circles are encoder hidden units and the colored circles are decoder units. The gray

ellipse is the attention layer trained jointly with the encoder and the decoder. (b)

The training loss curves obtained from a toy experiment to show the rationale for

using IRNN recurrent units.
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where W
a

is a set of trainable weights and (a1
t

, a2
t

, ..., as
t

, ..., aT
t

) is the attention

matrix. The scalar a

s

t

is an individual attention score assigned to h
s

to show its

“relevance” or “weight” for decoding at the time step t. The context vector c
t

accounts

for this relevance and is calculated as the weighted average of all source hidden states:

c
t

=
TX

s=1

a

s

t

h
s

. (4.2)

Next, the context vector c
t

and the original target decoder hidden state d
t

are con-

catenated to form a new target decoder hidden state d
0
t

, which is further exploited

by the followed fully connected network for the final engagement inference:

d
0

t

= tanh(W
c

[c
t

;d
t

]), (4.3)

where W
c

is another set of trainable weights. Also, our engagement estimation task

essentially is a variant of sentiment analysis — sequential face embeddings are pro-

cessed to generate a binary engagement label, so the number of decoder hidden states

(i.e., decoding steps) required is simply 1. This model allows for visualizing the

learned attention scores as
t

, which helps identify the subset of facial behaviors (repre-

sented by temporal face embedding streams) that contributes most/least to a specific

engagement level.

We further verify the type of RNN units we use in the above network — the

IRNN unit [35]. In our application, training long-range RNNs is necessary, since the

maximum video duration in our FaceEngage Dataset is 300 frames (i.e., 10 s under

30 fps) as shown in Fig. 3.3a. However, training long RNNs with simple RNN units

can cause either exploding or vanishing gradients, because in training many weight

multiplications are required. A common solution to this problem is using LSTM cells

[36] or Gated Recurrent units (GRU-RNN) [37], which have gated functions capable

of enforcing constant error flow to alleviate vanishing gradients. While LSTM (or
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GRU) models are highly parameterized — replacing simple RNNs with LSTMs of the

same hidden size leads to the increase in the number of trainable parameters by a

factor of 4 [35]. With insu�cient training data, those models easily su↵er from severe

overfitting or even fail to converge, despite that gradient problems no longer exist.

Considering the volume of FaceEngage Dataset (not as large as the dataset such as

UCF-101), we employ an alternative solution — the IRNN unit [35] that maintains

the lightweight structure of simple RNN units but with identity initialization. That

is, the recurrent weights W

hh

are initialized as the identity matrix and biases equal

zeros. The activation of IRNN units is ReLU instead of the typical tanh. IRNN has

proved to yield comparable results to LSTM-RNN in long-term speech recognition

tasks [35]. For our problem, we also find that the IRNNs are well-suited, which is

illustrated in Fig. 4.7b. In this preliminary training experiment, we randomly select

70% FaceEngage videos as training data, then run the whole Method #2 FaceEngage

algorithm using IRNN, GRU and LSTM networks, respectively. Note that three

recurrent models share the same pre-trained CNN-based feature extraction scheme

explained in Section 4.1.2) and the fully-connected network that will be introduced

below. The only variable is the recurrent unit type. The training loss curves are

shown in Fig. 4.7b. We observe that the model composed of IRNN units is much

easier to train, converging faster with lower loss compared to models made up of

GRUs and LSTM units.

The last component of Method #2’s classification module is a two-layer fully-

connected network. Its first layer retrieves the last decoder hidden state d
0
t

as a

flattened vector d
0
tf

, which is the summary of all learned temporal dependencies from

face embedding streams. The retrieved vector is then fed into the second layer, a

two-way softmax that provides the probability of each engagement class (i.e. high
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and low), from which the final estimated engagement label is obtained. Given d
0
tf

,

the mechanism of this fully-connected network to produce the estimated engagement

label ŷ
k

can be modeled as:

ŷ
k

= softmax(W
o

d
0

tf

+ b
o

), (4.4)

where W
o

is the output weight matrix and b
o

is the output bias matrix.

All the extracted face embedding streams are split into training, validation and

testing sets. The face embedding streams in the training set are used to train our

attentive encoder-decoder RNN and fully-connected networks jointly. We employ

the cross-entropy as the training loss to model the error between the estimated user

engagement label and the ground-truth label. The weight decay regularizer is involved

to penalize trainable parameters to avoid overfitting. The training objective L of our

model to be minimized is:

L = � 1

N

NX

i

y
i

· log(ŷ
i

) +
�

2
kW k22, (4.5)

where W denotes all trainable network parameters, N is the number of training

videos, y
i

is the true label for the i

th training video and ŷ
i

its predicted value,

� is a trade-o↵ parameter to control the weight decay set between 0 and 1. The

face embedding streams in the validation set are used to select the optimal set of

parameters, including both network (e.g., the number of RNN hidden units) and

training parameters (e.g., �). The selected model configuration then is evaluated

using face embedding streams from the test set. The train-validation-test split scheme

is the same as what we mentioned for the classification module of Method #1, which

depends on the type of validation and will be explained in Section 5.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we assess the performance of FaceEngage algorithms. Our assess-

ment is composed of three parts — the experimental setting with implementation

details, the results under multiple validation scenarios and the qualitative analysis

that visualizes what FaceEngage learns from front-facing recordings.

5.1 Experimental Setting and Evaluation Metrics

Method #1. In summary, Method #1 is enabled by facial motion-based features

trained on traditional machine learning classifiers. The open-source library required is

only OpenFace [29] as mentioned in Section 4.1.1. While training classifiers, multiple

hyper-parameters are employed — we experiment with five sets of hyper-parameters

for each of the classifiers. The highest accuracy on the validation set is used for select

the optimal set; the selected model configuration is further evaluated on the test set.

Method #2. We build Method #2 and conduct validation experiments using the

open-source PyTorch library. The pre-trained VGG-Net on 2.6M images is also pub-

licly available [31]. In implementation, the Feature Extraction is simply running the

forward pass (without backpropagation) of the truncated VGG-Face using our face

mask streams. The extracted temporal face embedding streams composed of 4096-D

individual embedding then serve as the inputs to its Classification. But prior to this,

temporal face embedding streams are either zero-padded or truncated to the length of
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300, unless specificed otherwise, since RNNs require all the inputs to be of the same

length. To e�ciently train this long-range RNN with 300 recursive states, we exploit

NVIDIA GPU 1080 Ti with 11GB memory to accelerate the process. The training

objective defined in Eq. 4.5 is optimized using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

with the learning rate of 0.001 and the momentum of 0.3. Each training session is

run up to 100 epochs. To avoid exploding gradients, we apply the gradient clipping

using 6.0 as the threshold.

Metrics. We evaluate our FaceEngage algorithm using the metrics of accuracy,

precision and recall.

5.2 The Comparisons of Model Performance for Di↵erent

Model Configurations

In this evaluation, all feature vectors acquired from the Feature Extraction block (both

Method #1 and Method #2) are randomly split into 70% training, 15% validation and

15% testing samples. Validation data is used for selecting the optimal set of hyper-

parameters. The selected configuration is directly applied to train 85% of samples

(i.e., training plus validation samples); the obtained model then is evaluated using

testing samples. The test accuracies of both Method #1 and Method #2 averaged

across repetitive runs are reported in Table 5.1.

We observe that the models of Method #1 yield inferior performance compared to

that of Method #2, regardless of the classifier categories being used. By viewing the

videos wrongly classified by Method #1, we discover that user involuntary movements

and user-dependent behavioral habits are two major factors that confuse our facial

motion-based classifiers. For example, we find a Caucasian gamer playing NBA 2K17
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Table 5.1 : The comparison of di↵erent FaceEngage models. The first four estimators

are trained and evaluated on facial motion features (Method #1); The CNN+RNN

w/attention is the deep learning-based estimator (Method #2) trained on temporal

face embeddings. We experiment with multiple random 70-15-15 train-validation-test

splits and average test accuracies.

FaceEngage Models
Evaluation Metrics

Accuracy Precision Recall

AdaBoost 76.2 70.2 77.7

SVM 76.4 76.3 71.6

kNN 75.2 71.4 72.2

Random Forests 77.8 75.0 74.5

CNN+RNN w/attention 83.8 84.0 83.7

unconsciously moves his head quickly during an intense match (i.e., high engagement);

we also find a few clips in which an African American gamer who is talking the

audience without playing Dragon Universe (i.e., low engagement) tends to be static.

We further rank the importance of each extracted motion feature by checking its

out-of-bag (OOB) error returned by our Random Forests classifier (i.e., the model in

4th row of Table 5.1) — the higher OOB error that an individual feature has, the

more important it is. In Fig. 5.1, we highlight the top-3 most important features

as red bars and the top-3 least important features in black. We observe that: (i) in

our context, the most indicative feature of user engagement is blinking rate; (ii) the

impact of di↵erent head motion features is disparate — some of them are influential
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Figure 5.1 : The e↵ect of di↵erent video lengths on model performance.

thus top-ranked (e.g., feature ID#21, #22) while another set of them is low-ranked

(e.g., feature ID#12, #18); (iii) comparably, the impact of di↵erent gaze motion

features is moderate since most of them are ranked in the middle.

On the other hand, although the features extracted and learned in Method #2

are abstract without actual meanings, they outperform the counterparts of Method

#1 and are informative for estimating user engagement under unconstrained settings,

with the accuracy of 83.8%. Therefore, we below focus on this specific model, and

further evaluate its performance under di↵erent experimental scenarios. The descrip-

tions such as “FaceEngage, the FaceEngage algorithm/model/system” below all refer

to the Method #2.
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Figure 5.2 : Leave-one-user-out validation results. Our FaceEngage algorithm

achieves good generalization to unseen users, regardless of their di↵erent skin col-

ors, genders and personalized in-game behavioral habits.

5.3 Model Generalization Validation

The estimator with good generalizability can be directly deployed to measure the en-

gagement of unseen users playing new games, without the need for additional training.

Here, we verify whether FaceEngage has this merit. We first assess its cross-user gen-

eralizability via leave-one-user-out validation, where we use the feature vectors of all

but one user (i.e., 24 out of 25) for training, and test the trained estimator through

the residual feature vectors of the user who is not in the training set. The results from

this evaluation are shown in Fig. 5.2 with the mean precision of 79.9%, which illus-

trates the decent ability of FaceEngage to generalize to new users. Similarly, we study

the cross-game generalizability by the leave-one-game-out validation and the result

is depicted in Fig. 5.3. The average precision of 76.1% suggests that FaceEngage
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Figure 5.3 : Leave-one-game-out validation results. The FaceEngage algorithm is also

able to generalize over new games regardless of disparate genres.

can also generalize well over a broad spectrum of game genres, including role-playing,

shooter, strategy, sports, puzzle, and action.

5.4 The Impact of Di↵erent Input Video Lengths

We next look into the performance of FaceEngage algorithm as a function of input

video lengths. Intuitively, the longer duration of input videos means more user facial

information is provided to our system in training, which potentially may enhance

FaceEngage’s performance. But the longer input also entails the need for training

long-range RNNs, which usually leads to performance degradation because of explod-

ing or vanishing gradients. To characterize the impact of video durations, we experi-

ment with the video data padded (or truncated) to 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 seconds, respectively,

using random 85-15 train/test splits. According to Fig. 5.4, when processing fewer
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Figure 5.4 : The e↵ect of di↵erent video lengths on model performance.

(a) Top-3 indicative user facial expressions of high

engagement status.

(b) Top-3 “meaningless” user facial expressions for

the high engagement status.

Figure 5.5 : The attention layer visualization of FaceEngage for a video where the

user is correctly classified as having high engagement.

video frames, the performance of FaceEngage tends to first increase then decrease,

which corroborates our hypothesis above. The results also confirm the robustness of

our approach to input videos of varying lengths, since the model accuracy is at least

80% in this validation (i.e., the 2-second video input case).
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5.5 Qualitative Analyses of the Attention Layer

Here, we visualize the attention layer of FaceEngage to qualitatively investigate what

FaceEngage learns from training videos and whether the model captures indicative

user facial expressions of engagement. As explained in Section 4.2.2, the attention

layer is trained to assign a scalar weight to each source hidden state that encodes

the original temporal facial embedding inputs. The weight magnitude thus implies

the importance of each temporal instance, which corresponds to each face mask, for

generating a specific user engagement label (i.e., high or low). In Fig. 5.5, we visualize

the learned attentional weights of a video where a female gamer’s engagement level

is correctly classified as high. As shown in the temporal saliency map Fig. 5.5a,

FaceEngage considers the video parts “the user staring at the screen” contributing

most to her high engagement status and attends more to them; while FaceEngage

regards “the user blinking/taking eyes o↵ the screen” as the least important parts

for high engagement status, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.5b. Apparently, what

FaceEngage learns is consistent with our intuitions.

Aside from enabling RNNs to have good interpretability, the addition of atten-

tion layer facilitates the model training as well. As shown in Fig. 5.6, we run the

experiment using the same scenario as explained in Section 5.2 (i.e., the 70-15-15

train-validation-test split), to examine the e↵ect of attention layer. In particular,

we implement both the model w/ attention that essentially is Method #2 and the

model w/o attention, a variant of Method #2 with its attention layer removed (i.e.,

its Classification block thus contains a regular encoder-decoder RNN followed by the

same fully-connected network). All other model and training parameters are kept the

same. We notice that the attention layer helps the training loss coverge faster to a

lower level.
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Figure 5.6 : The e↵ect of attention mechanism on model training.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusion

6.1 Fine-tuning CNN Feature Extractor of FaceEngage

FaceEngage now uses a pre-trained deep CNN to extract temporal facial embeddings

from face mask sequences (i.e., one embedding per face mask). The reason why we re-

sort to this implementation instead of fine-tuning the whole CNN using our video data

is to avoid overfitting — although our FaceEngage Dataset is large-scale in the field

of engagement estimation research, its volume is still insu�cient for fine-tuning deep

CNNs such as VGGNet (138M parameters) from scratch without causing overfitting.

We envision that future FaceEngage Dataset with ⇠ 5,000 video clips will permit the

fine-tuning, to extract task-specific facial features and augment FaceEngage perfor-

mance. On the other hand, this fine-tuning will transform our FaceEngage system

to an end-to-end recurrent convolutional network (RCN), which is trained to directly

learn the mapping between input–output pairs (i.e., face mask sequences-engagement

labels) and requires more computational resources. For instance, training an end-to-

end RCN for certain video classification tasks can cost over a month [32]. We will

balance a trade-o↵ between high-quality features and computing costs.

6.2 Re-purposing FaceEngage to Other Visual Tasks

The growing use of front-facing webcams broadens the potential utility of FaceEngage.

Now the number of front-facing videos on YouTube recording user facial behaviors
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toward viewing TV shows, movies, or learning online courses (e.g., Coursera) is also

rapidly increasing. With such front-facing recordings for diverse interactive tasks,

FaceEngage composed of a deep network can be adapted/fine-tuned to assess user

TV viewing, movie watching, and eLearning engagement through transfer learning.

Zhang et al. [38] demonstrate that in an image colorization application, the use

of natural image priors — an ImageNet-pre-trained CNN that can automatically

provide a tentative and initial colorization for a given image, can significantly reduce

the number of color strokes (user inputs) required to generate a fully colorized image.

On similar lines, our FaceEngage can also act as the “learned users’ facial priors”

indicative of their engagement status to speed up user engagement estimation in

other visual tasks.

6.3 Conclusion

In this thesis, we study user engagement estimation problem under unconstrained

environments. First, we compile the FaceEngage Dataset that contains over 700

picture-in-picture (PIP) YouTube gaming videos of 25 di↵erent gamers playing 17

games, all of which are collected by gamers themselves under totally realistic environ-

ments (e.g., home). The PIP videos in FaceEngage Dataset display both game status

in full-screen and user play status (i.e., front-facing recordings) in subwindows, which

serve as a good source of training data to build a non-intrusive engagement estimator

for the tasks that involve eye-hand coordination. Second, we develop FaceEngage, a

supervised learning-based framework that can non-intrusively and accurately measure

user engagement leveraging only user front-facing recordings displayed in subwindows.

During development, we experiment with two categories of pipelines for FaceEngage.

The first category handcrafts a set of facial motion features (e.g., blink rate, head
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movements) inspired by prior work from front-facing recordings, then forwards the ex-

tracted features to traditional machine learning classifiers for training the estimator;

the second category is the deep learning-based method, composed of a pre-trained

CNN that extracts temporal face embeddings from front-facing videos (one embedding

per frame), an augmented recurrent network and a fully-connected network which are

jointly trained to learn the temporal dependencies of the extracted face embeddings

then output engagement labels (i.e., high or low). Our extensive experiments show

that: i) certain user facial motion features are indicative of user engagement, as the

first category of FaceEngage pipeline attains decent accuracies; ii) the FaceEngage

algorithm (the deep learning-enabled pipeline) is able to automatically capture in-

formative facial features of users and accurately estimate their engagement, which

achieves the accuracy of 83.8% outperforming the facial motion-based estimtor; iii)

the FaceEngage algorithm generalizes well to unseen users and tasks, evidenced by its

decent performance in cross-user and cross-game validations (i.e., 79.9% and 76.9%);

(iv) the FaceEngage algorithm is robust to various input video lengths and has good

interpretability. Given the current prevalence of front-facing camera use, our non-

contact engagement estimator FaceEngage has the potential to be deployed in other

screen-based visual tasks, such as eLearning, movie viewing and so forth, provided

that the context-specific training videos are available.
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